Reading the Undergraduate Degree Evaluation

The first section of the degree evaluation report summarizes the information used to produce the evaluation and provides an overview of degree requirements, such as total required credits, required institutional credits, and overall GPA. NOTE: At WWU, the Expected Graduation Date does not necessarily reflect the actual date of graduation and should be ignored. The Expected Graduation Date is set a number of years beyond the current quarter so that loan companies do not put students in repayment status.

The next section of the report includes the program areas. Each area represents a subset of requirements within a program. The requirements appear on the left and the courses that meet the requirements are located on the right. For completed courses, course credits and grades are also shown. Grades assigned to transfer courses are preceded by a ‘T’ (e.g. ‘TB+’ or ‘TC’). To the far left of each area, the report clearly states if a requirement has been met or not met. To the far right, a source code indicates how the student completed the requirement. H=History (WWU graded course), T=Transfer equivalent, R=Registration (WWU in-progress courses). There is a Source Code Key prior to the program information on the first page of the degree evaluation.

The first three areas evaluate the student’s progress toward completion of the GUR unless the student has completed the requirements with a direct transfer agreement. Associate Degree from a WA state Community College. In that case, there will be one area that indicates the GUR’s are complete with the AA degree.

The remaining areas display information about the major, minor, and additional university requirements.

The Non Program Electives area will contain courses that were not applied to any of the preceding areas. This area will show “Met” even if there are no courses selected.

The Upper Division Requirement area will contain courses at the 300- or 400-level (excluding courses with an NUD attribute). Degree Evaluation only selects courses until 60 credits are reached. If more upper-division courses are completed than are necessary to get to 60 credits, not all of the courses will appear in this area.

The Incomplete/Withdrawn/Unsat area will contain MATH 0TT transfer courses and courses with grades of F, X, U, K, NP, TX, and W. Grades preceded by a ‘TX’ reflect transfer courses that exceed transfer credit limits.
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